
WPI = Wraps Per Inch

 Begin by wrapping the yarn around your tool. Don’t wrap too 
tightly. The goal is to get the strands as close as possible 
without overlapping them or leaving spaces between the 
strands. Once you have wrapped the yarn, count the number of 
times you wrapped it around the tool in one inch.
 Novelty yarn may require more wraps to determine accurately 
the number of wraps in a one inch section.

 If using a wraps per inch tool (as shown), there is be a notch at 
the top where you can thread the tail end to hold it in place. If 
not, you may want to tape the end of the yarn to the end of the 
tool or the back of your ruler if you are using a wooden yard 
stick or ruler to give yourself more control.
 When using a wraps per inch tool, gently roll the yarn onto the 
tool to the one-inch mark. If using the yardstick or a ruler, start 
just over an inch in from the end and wrap the yarn around the 
ruler for at least an inch. Make sure no matter which tool you 
are using that your wraps are touching but not overlapping. 
 You will also want to make a note of the yarn weight or  
category that your yarn is in as that will help you get a result 
that is more successful when selecting or substituting yarns.
 Categories of yarn, wraps per inch or WPI, gauge  ranges, and 
recommended needle sizes will give you a general starting 
place. Yarn weight is determined by the diameter of the yarn 
strand. 

The standard yarn weight categories are shown below.

 WPI is another way to determine which yarns can be substituted 
for each other, especially where one of the yarns is a blend or 
when two yarns have a completely different fiber content.
 Because it is easier to see the size of a yarn from its WPI rather 
than its count or the yards per pound (YPP), knowing how to 
determine WPI is an excellent tool for selecting new yarns or 
sorting your yarn stash.
 It becomes invaluable when you have yarns that have no labels 
or have been given to you with no labels. Those small amounts of 
yarn with no identification can easily be sorted and the right 
needle size can be used to finish working them up.
 Once you have a good understanding of how to determine WPI, 
a whole new world of opportunities will open up for you with 
your knitting choices. You will be able to easily determine what 
yarns can be substituted for the suggested yarn in a pattern.
 This will help you when yarns called for in the pattern are no 
longer available. It also will let you select any yarn using the same 
WPI you used for knitting your favorites, so you can knit them 
again in a variety of other yarns and textures.
 When using a carry along yarn, determine the WPI for the main 
yarn. You do not need the carry along yarn WPI.

Layering Satisfaction

Understanding WPI

You will experience layered satisfaction when:
     you have fun selecting your yarns
     you enjoy knitting them up
     your project is finished
     you begin wearing it
     you start to get multiple compliments      
     you decide to give what you knit as gifts
     you look at your knit on yourself or others and smile 
 By increasing your layers of satisfaction, you will 
significantly increase the joy you experience.            

 Most yarn manufacturers in the United States and around 
the world have adopted Universal Care Symbols. These are 
the five basic yarn care symbols used to identify how to care 
for and clean your finished knits after you have blocked your 
completed knit and begin to use the item you knitted or  
wear your new knit. 
The symbols are: 
      wash
      bleach
      dry
      iron
      dry clean
 Be sure the yarn you are selecting matches the care you are 
willing to do for your new knit.



LACE: Yarn Weight Symbol 0    1-2 ply

   Yarns: fingering, 10 count crochet thread  

       WPI  35+     *8-10 stitches per inch   *33-40 stitches per 4”
       Metric needle size 1.5-2.25 mm  US needle size 000-1

SUPERFINE: Yarn Weight symbol 1     4ply

   Yarns: sock, fingering, baby

       WPI 19-22   *7-8 stitches per inch   *27-32 stitches per 4”
       Metric needle size 2.25-3.25 mm  US needle size 1-3

 FINE:  Yarn Weight Symbol 2     5 ply

    Yarns: sport, baby

         WPI 15-18    *5-6 stitches per inch   *23-26 stitches per 4”
         Metric needle size 3.25-3.75  US needle size 3-6

LIGHT: Yarn Weight Symbol 3     8 ply

     Yarns: DK, light worsted 

          WPI 12-14   *5-5 ½ stitches per inch  *21-24 sts per 4”
          Metric needle size 3.75-4.5  US needle size 5-7

MEDIUM: Yarn Weight Symbol 4    10 ply

      Yarns: worsted, afghan, aran

           WPI 9-11   *4-5 stitches per inch  *16-20 stitches per 4” 
           Metric needle size 4.5-5.5 mm  US needle size 7-9

BULKY: Yarn Weight Symbol 5     12 ply

       Yarns: rug yarn, chunky, craft

            WPI 6-8   *3-31/2 stitches per inch  *12-15 stitches per 4”
            Metric needle size 5.5-8 mm  US needle size 10-11

SUPER BULKY: Yarn Weight Symbol 6  

       Yarns: bulky, roving

            WPI  6 or fewer    2-2 ½ stitches per  inch   *6-11 stitches per 4”
            Metric needle size 8 mm and larger  US needle size 13-15 
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